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Introduction
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The outer parts of protoplanetary disks are irradiated by their
host stars. The resulting radial temperature gradient, ∂rT 6= 0,
causes the disk angular velocity to vary with height from the mid-
plane, ∂zΩ 6= 0. It is well-known that such a disk is subject to
a Vertical Shear Instability (VSI), which leads to hydrodynamic
turbulence. We study the effect of small particles on the VSI.
We show that VSI activity depends on the vertical distribution of
dust, and dust-loading is generally stabilizing. This is because small
particles tightly coupled to the gas provides an effective buoyancy
force that oppose vertical motions associated with the VSI.

Vertical shear instability
∂zΩ 6= 0⇒free energy→instability?

I Change in kinetic energy:
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I ∆E < 0 for nearly-vertical motions→ unstable

BUT

I Buoyancy resists vertical motion→ stabilizing

How does adding dust particles change this picture?

Dynamical effect of dust-loading

I Small particles tightly coupled to the gas→ mixture moves as one fluid
I Locally isothermal gas→ pressure P = c2

s (r)ρgas
I Dust particles ‘cool’ the disk, dynamical temperature becomes
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I Dust particles ‘weigh down’ the fluid with buoyancy frequency
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Mapping to a standard problem

I The equations describing the dust+gas system can be re-formulated to
describe a one-fluid mixture (Laibe & Price, 2014, MNRAS).

I We formalized the connection between the dusty gas and pure ideal gas

isothermal gas+dust ideal hydrodynamics
equivalent for

small particles
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I ρ = total density ρgas + ρdust, ~v = dust-gas mixture velocity
I Consider linear perturbations ∝ f (z) exp (kxr + st + iωt)

Dust-loading the VSI

I Vertical dust distribution ρdust ∝ ρgas
Vert. shear ∂zΩ v.s. buoyancy Nz

I Dusty buoyancy frequency Nz increases with z

ρdust = 10−3ρgas ρdust = ρgas

I Motions surpressed where N2
z & r∂zΩ2

I Growth rates s ' 0.4→ 0.15; freq. ω ' 0.75→ 1.5
I Dust-loading: restoring forces ↑ so oscillation freq. ↑ and growth rates ↓

VSI with thin dust layers

I Vertical dust distribution ρdust ∝ exp
(
−z2/2H2

d

)
I Thin dust layers also induce vert. shear, but buoyancy is larger still

Vert. shear ∂zΩ v.s. buoyancy Nz Hd = 0.1Hg

I Midplane motion surpressed by dusty buoyancy (> dusty vert. shear)

I Overall growth rates unaffected by thin dust layers

Summary

We study the effect of dust-loading on the Vertical Shear Instability
in irradiated protoplanetary disks. We show that this problem is
equivalent to pure gas dynamics with a dust-induced buoyancy
and additional thermal forcing. We find VSI growth rates remain
dynamical as in the dust-free limit, but meridional motions can be
suppressed by dusty buoyancy. Thus VSI activity in protoplanetary
disks is sensitive to the vertical dust distribution.
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